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ABSTRACT 
 

Multi-sided platforms are one of the most important social and economic development 

of the 21st century. Nevertheless, many aspects related to these businesses still have 

to be better understood. More specifically, a gap in researches related to their 

internationalization strategies has been identified. The existing internationalization 

models seem to be not adequate for this kind of companies which internationalize right 

from the beginning. This work proposes a first attempt to fill this gap in this literature 

stream. By analysing real business cases it tries to answer the following research 

question “What strategies do platform-based companies put in place in order to 

globally expand and reach foreign markets”. The thesis identifies the main dimensions 

platform companies should look at during an international expansion and suggests 

some strategies to address them so to maximize the likelihood of internationalization 

success. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

The term “platform” has gained increased interest in the last years from both business 

executives and researchers. The platform business model has emerged as a valid 

alternative to the classic pipeline one.  It is acknowledged that platforms have benefited 

of the new information and communication technologies (ICTs) and that some of them 

have created completely new markets or have drastically changed those in which they 

operate (Yonatany, 2017). 

Platforms are one of the most important social and economic development of the 21th 

century (Parker et al. 2016).  In 2016 multi sided online platforms were among the 

highest growing start-ups (Texeira and Brown, 2016), but what is really impressing 

about these companies is the pace at which they grow and replace market’s giants. In 

less than a decade, Airbnb has drastically changed and challenged the hospitality 

sector reaching a value of 38 billion dollars in 2017 (Forbes.com). Uber, which was 

first launched in San Francisco in 2009, is now present in more than 700 cities in 63 

countries and counts roughly 14 million trips completed every day through its platform 

(Uber Newsroom) which allows it to reach a market value of 80 billion (Forbes.com).  

Nevertheless, the existing knowledge related to platform economies is still incomplete. 

Scholars have preferred studying this phenomenon mainly under an economic 

perspective, while there has been a lack of qualitative researches linking the economic 

discoveries to reality, which, therefore, seems needed. Indeed, researchers have 

mainly developed economical models so to establish how prices are set in a multisided 

context (Rochet and Tirole, 2002; Evans, 2003); how network externalities work (Evans 
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2009; Hagiu, 2014) and how platforms compete (Armstrong, 2006; Caillaud and 

Jullien, 2003).  

More specifically, a gap in the existing literature can be identified related to the 

internationalisation patterns followed by these companies (Staykova and Damsgaard, 

2017), that can be defined as “the process of adapting [the] firms’ operations (strategy, 

structure, resource, etc.) to international environments” (Calof & Beamish, 1995, p. 

116).  

International Business scholars have begun to study the platform environment only in 

recent years; therefore, our theoretical understanding of platform internationalization 

remains underdeveloped (Stallkamp and Schotter, 2019). As a consequence, how a 

platform company decides to enter different geographical markets; the criteria it 

evaluates in choosing the target countries; how it competes with foreign competition 

and how it attracts offshore clients are all dimensions that did not find exhaustive 

coverage in the existing literature.  

Digital platform companies usually internationalise fast and early in their lifecycle in 

order to become profitable (Oviatt & McDougall, 1994). Thanks to the early exposition 

to international markets, platform start-ups gain diversity of thought and cultural 

sensitivity and open corporate mindset (Bachireddy, 2016). Furthermore, the accesso 

to new international markets can strengthen the network extenralities effect on which 

these companies rely. The food delivery company Deliveroo, for example, started 

operated in foreign countries just one year after its foundation in London in 2013, while 

three years later, in 2016, it was active in 12 countries (Bloomberg); Zalando, one of 

the European leading e-commerce sites, needed only 5 years to start operating in 15 

countries and this process started right from the beginning, in fact in 2011 it was 

already active in 7 of the 15 States (Smartinsights.com).  
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Nevertheless, the most cited and discussed internationalisation frameworks, such as 

the “Uppsala model”, are studied and built over classical pipeline ecosystems and, as 

such, they don’t fit platform-specific features (Brouthers et al, 2016). These two 

company groups operate in different ways. Traditional companies analysed by classic 

theories often produce and commercialize their own products, hence in 

internationalizing their focus is in making available the same product to new potential 

purchasers. On the other hand, digital platforms are intermediaries, they don’t sell any 

product, therefore usual internationalisation tactics such as direct exports are not 

available to them. Their main goal is to create new networks and relationships with 

new platform adopters so to maximise the power of the network externalities.  

Platform companies face challenges that differ from those of traditional enterprises. 

Given their nature, platform companies’ value creation is based on the virtuous 

relationships emerging from their user groups but ensuring their presence in the 

ecosystem is not a simple issue.  

For the reasons above stated, this thesis will investigate the so-called multi-sided 

platforms (MSPs) and will try to fulfil the identified gap in their internationalisation 

processes. For the scope of the research just those platforms operating in the digital 

environment, that is those which are running most of their operation through the 

internet, will be considered with the aim of unveiling guidelines to achieve successful 

business geographical expansion. Finally, with the help of few case studies, it will try 

to answer the following research question: 

“What strategies do platform-based companies put in place in order to globally expand 

and reach foreign markets?” 

The thesis is organized as follows: in the first section, a literature review is conducted 

to better understand the topic under investigation. The information acquired is then 
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used to develop the theoretical framework adopted to answer the research question. 

In the second section, the methodology applied in answering the research question is 

discussed and motivated. In the third section, the case studies are presented, and the 

relevant findings analysed. In the fourth section, starting from the findings a plausible 

answer to the research question is formulated. In the last section, the conclusion and 

the limitations of the study are discussed. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

In this chapter the concepts covered by the existing literature are presented and then 

used to build the theoretical framework which is finally applied to conduct the analysis 

of the findings and to answer the thesis’s research question. 

2.1 Definition 
 

Scholars have proposed along the years many different definitions of “platform” and, 

consequently, it is not possible to identify a commonly accepted description of what a 

platform is.  

One of the first definition that encountered broad acceptance was that “Multi-sided 

platforms coordinate the demand of distinct groups of customers who need each other 

in some way” (Evans, 2003 p.191). Nevertheless, this is a broad definition that can 

categorize as multi-sided platform a great variety of businesses.  

Rochet and Tirole work (2003) highlights the importance of indirect network 

externalities1 as the main identifier of multi-sided markets. Accordingly, “many if not 

most markets with network externalities are characterized by the presence of two 

 
1 The concept is deeper developed in the next chapter  
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distinct sides whose ultimate benefit steams from interacting through a common 

platform" (Rochet and Tirole, 2003 p.990). 

Hagiu and Wright (2015) developed one of the definitions that encountered high 

appreciation in the literature. Accordingly, MSPs present simultaneously two peculiar 

features: 

• They enable direct interactions between two or more distinct sides 

• Each side is affiliated with the platform 

Two aspects of this definition are worth of highlighting. Firstly, the interaction enabled 

by the platform must be “direct”. With this term the researchers mean that the 

participants must keep control over the key terms of the transaction itself which could 

be, when the interaction involves trading, the price, the delivery of the good, marketing 

actions and so on. Secondly, affiliation is essential in defining the platform. In this 

sense, platform participants must voluntarily make platform-specific investments which 

can take the form of fixed access fee; expenditure of resources (time and money in 

particular) and so on (Hagiu and Wright, 2015). As it is possible to see, this last 

definition does not have any referral to any kind of network effects. 

The ones presented where just some of the most relevant definitions of multi sided 

markets and platforms that can be found in the literature; however, it is widely 

recognised that there is not a universally accepted definition (Sanchez-Carta and Leon, 

2018). Nevertheless, “Although at first sight there are appears to be still some debate 

on the exact definition of a two-sided market, the different definitions proposed appear 

consistent enough to allow the practical identification of two-sided markets” (Filistrucchi 

et al., 2012 p.9). 

2.2 Network Externalities 
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Network externalities are an essential requirement to assess whether a business could 

be categorized as Multi-Sided or not (Hagiu, 2015).  

One of the first definition of network externality was framed in 1985 by Michael Katz 

and Carl Shapiro. Following their work, a network externality can be found whenever 

the utility a user gets from the consumption of a good increases as the number of 

other agents consuming the same good grows (Katz and Shapiro, 1985). The above-

described case presents a positive network externality since all the agents benefit from 

the increase in the user group size. Nevertheless, some cases exist when users face 

a negative network externality, which is when the utility a user gets from the 

consumption of a good decreases as the number of other agents consuming the same 

good grows. By joining the two existing cases we can identify the presence of a network 

externality whenever “the consumer enjoys benefits or suffers costs from changes in 

the size of an associated network, that is, changes in quantities demanded” (Liebowitz 

and Margolis, 1994 p.2). 

Given the peculiar features of two-sided or multi-sided markets, a further distinction 

can be made. As a matter of fact, it is possible to distinguish between same-side and 

cross-side network externalities (Eisenmann et al. 2006). The former refers to the 

situation in which users’ utility depends on the number of users on the same side, in 

the latter case the participants’ utility depends on the size of the other side (Eisenmann 

et al. 2006). To summarize, in a multi sided context four types of network externalities 

exist. Same-side positive network externalities are found when the users benefit from 

an increment in the size of the group they belong to. When this raise lowers the utility 

of the agents a same-side negative network externality is spotted. In the same way 

cross-sided positive or negative network externalities take place whenever the users 

benefit or suffer from an increasement in the size of the group they interact with.  
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These externalities usually are found in the interactions between supply-side and 

demand-side user groups as shown in Fig.1. Their interaction is enabled by the 

hardware/software components constituting the platform that therefore represents the 

technological level of the ecosystem. All of this is made possible thanks to the platform 

providers and platform sponsors who are in charge of developing the platform and 

retain related property rights (Ondrus et al, 2015).  

 

 

Because of the presence of network externalities, multi sided platforms face a 

coordination problem which is usually referred to as the “Chicken and Egg problem”: 

they must be able to attract all participating sides at the same time (Evans, 2003).  

This problem is illustrated in the work by Caillaud and Jullien (2003) as well. The 

Chicken and Egg Dilemma arises every time “to attract buyers, an intermediary should 

have a large base of registered sellers, but these will be willing to register only if they 

expect many buyers to show up” (Caillaud and Jullien, 2003 p.310).  

Overcoming the dilemma is one of the most difficult challenges multi sided platforms 

face during their life cycle (Hagiu, 2014). It is necessary therefore that the platform 

provider has always in mind who uses the service, who pays, who may be willing to 

Fig.1: Levels of MSP from Ondrus et al. (2015) 
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join first, who needs to be subsidized. In this way a proper strategy to overcome the 

dilemma can be formulated. 

Pricing strategy in a platform context differs from the “standard” one and often 

constitutes an important tool to fight the coordination problem. An effective pricing 

strategy in the platform context must formulate specific value propositions for each of 

the user groups in order to get all the sides of the market on board (Rochet and Tirole, 

2003). Usually one side of the market is provided with a free good or with a good whose 

price is lower than its cost. This is the subsidized side, while the other side is the one 

from where profits are extracted and, therefore, it is called the profit side (Rochet and 

Tirole, 2003). The relative importance of network externalities is the determinant in 

choosing which side is to be subsidized, so that the side whose presence in the market 

is more valued by the other one (i.e. has stronger indirect network externalities) is the 

one to provide with the “free” good (Parker and Van Alstyne, 2005).  

Furthermore, in a platform context an additional dimension must be brought to the 

discussion: the critical mass. These businesses, in fact, face a critical mass constraint 

as highlighted by Evans (2009). Only if this critical mass is reached the platform would 

succeed and face exponential growth obtaining long-term profits, otherwise it would 

not survive in the marketplace (Evans, 2009). Therefore, not only it is necessary to 

embark all market sides at the same time but also the relative participation of the 

mentioned sides is a determinant of platform success (Evans, 2009). As a matter of 

fact, platform value proposition is only successful when the number of users and the 

amount of interactions reach a critical mass (Brouthers et al, 2016) 

2.3 Internationalization of the Platform  
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The concept of internationalization has been studied by scholars; therefore, many 

theories have been developed along the years. 

Among these theories the “Ecletic Paradigm” has constituted the dominant analytical 

framework for the internationalization of multinational enterprises for more than two 

decades (Dunning, 2000). According to this theory three different factors are the 

determinants of internationalization for those companies, namely: “Ownership Specific 

Advantage”; “Locational Attractions”; “Internationalization” (Dunning, 2000). Following 

the eclectic paradigm, firms that internationalize have competitive advantage (i.e. 

Ownership Specific Advantage) in the domestic market and this advantage can be 

further exploited by locating activities in countries that possess favourable 

characteristics for the company (i.e. Location Attractions), but, to accomplish this, the 

companies must identify the best way to organize the creation and exploitation of their 

core competencies, given the locational attractions of different countries or regions (i.e. 

Internationalization) (Azuay, 2016). 

The transactional-cost theory can also be applied to the internationalization field. This 

theory takes into consideration as unit of analysis the transaction itself and, therefore, 

according to this theory, firms internationalize whenever they can lower the costs of 

organizing and transacting business (Teece, 1986). Two are the main cost categories 

firms face when internationalize: market transaction costs and control costs. The first 

category of costs relates to the fact that a firm that possesses unique technology and 

know-how has to take extra precautions, incurring in the first cost category, in order to 

protect its differentiated assets from falling into the hands of competitors (Klein, 1989). 

On the other hand, control costs are faced when the firm tend to internalize foreign 

operations to gain greater control over the use and potential misuse of their proprietary 

know-how and technology (Klein et al, 1990). In doing so a vertical integration is 
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performed but the leading firm will face higher control costs over the performance of 

the new subsidiary (Brouthers and Nakos, 2004). Firms therefore decide to produce 

abroad if they perceive that the reduction in the two category costs, resulting from the 

replacement of the external imperfect markets, will be greater than the cost of 

organizing such activities internally. Otherwise, foreign markets will be supplied by 

exports, licensed sales, or some other form of international activity (Hermannsdottir, 

2008). 

The Uppsala model is one of the most acknowledged framework in the firm 

internationalization field. The corner stone of this theory is the behavioural research 

stream. According to the Uppsala model, internationalization is seen as a slow 

incremental process where, at the beginning, the company internationalizing lacks the 

knowledge about the country it’s entering, but it acquires it during the 

internationalization process (Azuay, 2016). The biggest implication of the Uppsala 

model is that “firms increase their international involvement in small incremental steps 

within those foreign markets in which they currently operate.” (Mitja et al, 2006 p.482). 

The Uppsala model tends to view companies as independent actors whose actions 

only have impact on the company itself. However, the perception of the business 

environment has evolved since the years the model was developed and  it is now seen 

as a complex web of relationships (Paul and Rosado-Serrano, 2018).  

All these theories are built upon classic pipeline ecosystems and as such they seem 

to not be adequate for those firms which are “born global”, that is, those firm that 

internationalize since their birth (Mitja et al, 2006). Many studies have shown how these 

kinds of enterprises do not follow traditional stages models as the Uppsala one, but 

they internationalise right from their birth (Kaur and Sandhu, 2013). And this is the case 

for digital platforms (Ojala et al, 2018).  
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In fact, the vastly cited Uppsala model recognizes as main difficulties for 

internationalization processes the so called “liability of foreignness” and the “Psychic 

Distance” (Yonatany, 2017). However, the platform business model allows the platform 

providers to share costs and risks with affiliated third parties by embedding foreign 

local complementors to the platform, therefore, lower liability of foreignness and 

psychic distance are faced (Yonatany, 2017).   

On the contrary, digital platforms’ main concern in managing internationalization 

processes is the so called “Liability of outsidership” (Brouthers, 2016). This liability 

relates to the fact that a firm entering a new market naturally lacks the key relationships 

with other local companies and potential collaborators which translates in lower 

competitive advantage than local companies (Brouthers, 2016). Specifically, to the 

platform context, this disadvantage translates in the lack of ties to potential platform 

users in the target foreign country (Brouthers, 2016). To erase this disadvantage, 

platform quality, platform differentiation, indirect network effects and consumer 

expectations must be considered by platform providers since they all contribute to the 

successful entry of new players in new markets (Zhu and Iansiti, 2012); only after 

having gained trust from and developed rapports with members of the network the firm 

can be considered an insider of the market (Schweizer, 2013). 

The relevance of network externalities in platform businesses internationalization is 

demonstrated in the work by Chen (2019). Accordingly, success in distinct geographic 

markets does not depend solely on the firm country specific commitments as 

suggested by the Uppsala model, but, at the end, the users’ collective interactions is 

the real contributor to successful internationalization processes for a platform business 

(Chen et al, 2019). in other words, the possibility to interact with people located in 

distinct geographical markets through to the same platform creates higher value for its 
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users (Chen et al, 2019). However, this is not always the case. In fact, Chen’s 

discovery depends on the platform characteristics and value proposition (Stallkamp 

and Schotter, 2019). The researchers identify a new distinction between “within-

country” and “cross-country” network externalities. In the first case network 

externalities are country specific and, for this reason, “any advantage arising from the 

platform user base is location bound” (Stallkamp and Schotter, 2019 p.3), 

consequently, the platform providers should create completely new user groups in the 

new market and would face a complete new coordination problem. On the other hand, 

cross-country network externality can play an important role in platform expansion 

process since the new market user groups would already benefit from the existing and 

established customers located in all the other states where the platform is available 

(Stallkamp and Schotter, 2019).  

3. THEORETICAL FRAMING 
 

It strongly emerges how the success of platform businesses is strictly related to the 

effectiveness of network externalities whether they are direct or indirect, same-side or 

cross-side and within-country or cross-country. Once the self-reinforcing effect of these 

externalities is activated the platform will face exponential growth and strong market 

position. From the literature above presented, three elements emerge as essential to 

ignite this entire process: overcoming the liability of outsidership; overcoming the 

Coordination Problem; reaching a critical mass of users. These issues are peculiar of 

platform economies and their effect is even stronger in a digital environment. In fact, 

since platform offerings are web-based, they are instantly available all around the 

world, therefore, the investment needed to transfer the platform from one country to 

another is sensibly lower than in the case of a non-digital company (Brouthers et al, 

2016). Digital platform main concern in this case is to ensure the correct functioning of 
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network externalities, but in the digital environment the world-wide installed user base 

can be considered over the national one which is typical of the undigitized ecosystem 

(Stallkamp and Schotter, 2018). For these reasons, digital platforms require ad-hoc 

researches and models that must differ from those used to describe brick and mortar 

firms and non-digitalized platforms. 

The three elements highlighted are not considered by classic internationalization 

frameworks as illustrated in the previous paragraph, therefore, a new framework 

seemed to be needed.  

The framework here proposed consider as interrelated the three elements emerging 

from the literature as now explained. To start a geographical expansion path, platform 

providers must be able to create relationships with both local third parties 

complementors and users but will find themselves in a worse competitive position than 

local competitors facing liability of outsidership as explained by Brouthers (2016). Only 

if all the three user groups (i.e. platform provider(s), end users and service providers) 

are on board the platform business model can start working and be effective.  

However, in creating these relationships platform providers must ensure that all the 

different market sides are brought on the platform at the same time so to start the 

network externalities effect, therefore the chicken and egg dilemma must be solved 

(Caillaud and Jullien, 2003; Evans, 2003; Rochet and Tirole, 2003). The network 

externalities would strengthen platform position in the market attracting gradually more 

and more final users and suppliers/complementors. All the different type of network 

externalities should be considered and analysed so to maximise the value for the 

ecosystem participants. It may be also the case that the platform providers decide to 

substitute one of the user groups at the beginning so to create incentives for the other 

actors to join the platform. The Iphone is an example of this. When it first came out in 
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2007 it did not have an app store, but all the applications had been developed by Apple 

itself. In this way it replaced third parties complementors. Once enough client bought 

the product Apple decided to launch the App Store to open the platform also to third 

parties who could already enjoying the end users established previously (Ada, 2013). 

However, having all the sides on board could not be enough if they don’t reach a 

sufficient size. The self-sustaining growth mechanism will start to work only if a critical 

mass of users is reached (Evans, 209; Brouthers, 2016). At this point platform value 

would grow substantially thanks to the self-igniting effect of the network externalities. 

Windows Phone is an example of a platform which failed because it never reached the 

critical mass although it had both a final user group (all the owners of Windows Phone 

powered smartphones) and complementors (App developers), but both the sides were 

not comparable in size to the ones owned by Android and iOS causing the death of the 

operating system in 2017 (Forbes.com). 

The three conditions above explained seem to be essential in order to maximize the 

likelihood of a successful internationalization that can be observed when the value 

coming from the interactions of the different user groups is correctly created and 

captured in the foreign country in the same way as the origin one. In this scenario the 

company would become an insider in the new market able to connect local users with 

local and non-local suppliers. The successfulness of the geographical expansion is a 

very subjective theme since it depends on many factors. For the scope of this research 

a successful global expansion is found whenever the company become an insider in 

the new market able to connect local users with local and non-local suppliers. In this 

scenario the company was able to ignite a virtuous network externalities effect that will 

translate in higher revenues and rise in its worldwide user base.   
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Figure 2: Summary of the Theoretical Framework 

 

4. METHODOLOGY 
 

This section provides the practical approach employed to answer the research 

question of this thesis. 

4.1 Research Philosophy  
 

Research philosophy embraces research decisions concerning the inter-related 

concepts of ontology and epistemology. The former relates to the beliefs about the 

nature of the social world; the latter relates to the nature of knowledge and the way it 

can be acquired (Ritchie et al, 2013). 

Under the ontological perspective, two approaches can be identified, namely realism 

and idealism (Ritchie et al, 2013). “Realism is based on the idea that there is an 

external reality which exists independently of people’s beliefs about or understanding 

of it” (Ritchie et al, 2013 pp.5), while “Idealism, on the other hand, asserts that reality 

is fundamentally mind-dependent: it is only knowable through the human mind and 

Succesfull Global Expansion

Overcoming Liability of 
outsidership

Overcoming Coordination 
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Reaching a critical mass
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through socially constructed meanings, and no reality exists independently of these” 

(Ritchie et al, 2013 pp.5). 

As for epistemology, two philosophical approaches can be followed, namely positivism, 

and interpretivism (Galliers, 1991). The positivist approach is often used in the natural 

science field where the findings are often incontestable and valid in any circumstance 

(Remeny et al, 1998). With an interpretative approach reality can only be fully 

understood through subjective interpretation and intervention, furthermore it is 

recognised that there may be many interpretations of reality but maintain that these 

interpretations are in themselves a part of the scientific knowledge they are pursuing 

(Saunders et al, 2009). 

This study adopts the interpretative philosophy since it relies on expert opinions and 

knowledge to find an answer to the research question. It also recognises that the 

findings will hugely depend on the interviewed people beliefs and point of views and 

therefore the results will only constitute a part of the reality reflecting the complexity of 

the topic at the centre of this thesis. This philosophy helps understand the differences 

that humans experience in their social relationships and actions (Saunders, Lewis & 

Thornhill 2009). The point of view of different social actors is uncovered as the inquirer 

engages in understanding reality from the point of view of the social actors in their 

social roles in their social world. This allows to tackle the platform internationalization 

topic under different perspectives which are those of the respondents. As a 

consequence their expertise is an important determinant of this work quality. This is 

why the companies constituting the sample and the respondents to the interviews were 

carefully selected. The internationalization phenomenon is created through the 

perceptions of individuals and the consequent actions of individuals in a socially 

constructed reality. In conclusion this thesis philosophy recognises that “the social 
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world of business and management is far too complex to lend itself to theorising by 

definite ‘laws’ in the same way as the physical sciences” (Saunders et al, 2009 pp. 

115-116).  

4.2 Research Design 
 

The existing literature provides the background used to build the theoretical framework 

on which this study relies by joining concepts from both platform and international 

business research streams. At the same time several case studies are carried out so 

to contextualize the implications coming from the examined literature. The people 

interviewed are considered as privileged witnesses because have deep knowledge of 

how platform business work and are day to day involved in the internationalization of 

their companies, therefore their point of view is of added value for this thesis.   

Given the early stage in which this literature stream is, case studies have been 

considered as an adequate research tool following Yin work (Yin, 2003) because “they 

contribute to our knowledge of individual, group, organizational, social, political, and 

related phenomena” (Yin, 2003 pp. 4). Following Yin work the case study strategy 

seems to be adequate for the purpose of this thesis since it investigates a 

contemporary phenomenon in real-life contexts over which no behavioural control can 

be applied (Yin. 2003). 

This study uses both primary and secondary data coming from personal interviews with 

companies’ representatives, press articles and sectorial magazines.  

The research follows a qualitative approach in facing the case studies to guarantee a 

focus on interactive processes and events (Neuman, 2014). The results coming from 

the case studies are then analysed using the focus highlighted by the theoretical 

framework described in Fig.2. 
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4.3 Data collection  
 

The companies that have been chosen to be interviewed had to match a set of criteria. 

First of all, the companies had to fit in the digital platform category, therefore they had 

to run most of their operations through the internet and had to solely rely on a platform 

business model so to avoid possible contaminations from mixed business models. 

Secondly, the companies had to have experience of international expansion or they 

had to find themselves in the first internationalization process. Thirdly, the companies 

had to work with a single value proposition, that is, they had to sell a unique kind of 

service/product through their platform. As an example, Uber cannot be considered for 

this study because it does not satisfy the third requirement. In fact, it offers different 

services through different platforms (Uber, UberEats, UberFreight, Uber JUMP etc). 

Big multinational companies such as Amazon or Airbnb, that have been often used as 

business cases in other platform related researches, are not considered. It would be 

highly misleading to compare their internationalization processes with the ones of the 

companies used in this study given the difference in monetary resources, brand 

reputation, bargaining power and value propositions. By following these guidelines the 

comparability of the results and, consequently, also the reliability of this study 

increases.   

Semi-structured interviews with managers of the chosen companies are the primary 

data sources of this study. They were selected over structured interviews because they 

allow for more flexibility and comparability of the results (Bryman and Bell, 2015).   

The interview guide (Appendix 1) is divided in distinct section related to the different 

aspects highlighted in Fig.2 with the aim of obtaining a holistic view of the topic and 

insiders’ perspectives and opinions (Bryman and Bell, 2015).  
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After a first group of introductory questions, the liability of outsidership topic is 

examined followed by the coordination problem and finally, the last questions, are 

about the critical mass. The interview guide was used as starting point to develop the 

company related questionnaires (Appendix 2,3,4,5). Firm specific questions were 

added so to highlight also potential differences in their internationalization processes 

coming from the business sector in which they operate or from other specific 

circumstances. 

Secondary data were used as well to improve the quality and the robustness of the 

results (Bryman and Bell, 2015). As a matter of fact, companies’ documents and 

materials, together with multi-sided markets related academic papers and sectorial 

magazines and journals accomplished this function.  

The enterprises that represented a good fit for this study (i.e. that satisfied the two 

conditions previously explained) were found using especially the internet and by asking 

to chambers of commerce2, colleagues, and university professors. Once identified 

email were sent to verify their interest in the research and to try to set the interview. 

Some companies’ representatives were reached also by using the social network 

LinkedIn whenever the email sent was without any answer. Emails were sent to 

companies operating in the European zone so to facilitate the organization of the 

interview3. 

Fifteen companies that matched the criteria were contacted4; 4 of them were willing to 

organize the interview. The enterprises contacted operate in different industries so to 

ensure different perspectives over the topic at the centre of this thesis. They all can be 

 
2 Chamber of commerce of Milan, Foggia and Bari 
3 Two companies whose platform is available in Europe but with offices in the U.S. were contacted as well, but 
they refused to organize the interview. 
4 Urb-it, CargUP, Too good to go, Spotahome, Satispay, LuggageHero, Gympass, Musement, Glovo, Rover.com, 
Uala, Housefy, Tonsser, Cornerjob, Uniplaces 
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categorized as small-medium enterprises to guarantee their comparability. 

Furthermore, they all set operations in several European countries and, therefore, they 

seem to represent a good sample for this work. The firms contacted internationalize 

since their birth confirming their belonging to the born-global category. Companies’ 

related details can be found in Appendix 6.  

The interviews were carried out with either companies’ country managers or with the 

CEO. In both cases the people involved had knowledge about the internationalization 

process of their company. Two of the four interviews were arranged through Google 

Hangouts, while the other two were conducted through phone. They all lasted between 

20 and 30 minutes, given the work time constraints of the respondents. One additional 

company (Satispay) accepted to organize the interview, but, the representative could 

not answer to the majority of the questions because the information he would have 

disclosed was covered by corporate secrete given the fact that the expansion process 

was exactly taking place during the months in which this work was conducted. 

4.4 Data Analysis  
 

The thesis adopts a deductive approach that can be defined as “a theory testing 

process which commences with an established theory or generalisation, and seeks to 

see if the theory applies to specific instances” (Hyde, 2000 pp.83). The business cases 

are used to test the theoretical framework developed in order to understand the validity 

of its elements and their connection. After having developed my research question and 

having analysed the relevant literature I speculated how the different elements 

highlighted contribute to the topic at the centre of this thesis that is internationalization. 

Hence, I verified if the hypothesis made stand through the use of the different business 

cases as the deductive approach suggests.  
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The different business cases are analysed as standalone units under the focus 

suggested in Fig. 3. Therefore, how the different companies faced the liability of 

outsidership, the coordination problem and the critical mass constraint is analysed. 

The business cases are then compared so to find communalities and unveil possible 

same strategies, tactics and actions used. 

Data collected from the interviews originated transcripts as they are the most utilized 

of interview data (Mack et al, 2005). In the analysis of the transcripts the same division 

as in the interview guide is followed. The questions-answers are grouped in the three 

clusters framed. Each block of question-answers is cross-compared among the four 

cases so to unveil whether the companies put in place a similar action or whether 

significant differences can be spotted. In order to have as much information as 

possible, secondary data were acquired. The answers collected allowed to provide a 

plausible answer to the research question, while new research lines emerged that 

needed further deepening5. 

4.5 Discussion of Methodology 
 

The methodology is discussed in the terms of reliability and validity, where reliability 

concerns the repeatability of a study, whereas validity assesses the integrity of the 

conclusions drawn (Bryman & Bell, 2015). 

Reliability is lower in a qualitative study than in a quantitative one. To increase it several 

interviews have been conducted, so that the results can be more easily generalized. 

Furthermore, the companies chosen, although they operate in different sector, are 

similar, since they satisfy the criteria set before. This increases the generalization of 

the results of this study.  

 
5 Look at paragraph 8: Limitations and Future Researches 
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Internal reliability is achieved through a high inter-observer consistency, which has 

been achieved through providing a common lens and understanding of the findings 

(Neuman, 2014), while validity is ensured through a theoretical foundation based on 

recognised journals and an analysis of the observations based on said theoretical 

foundation (Eisenhardt, 1989). The same interview guide (Appendix 1) has been used 

during all the interviews with only minor changes so to adapt it to the specific company 

characteristics as already explained. The interviews were also set in a similar manner. 

They were scheduled only after the company had shown interest in the research. In 

this way company commitment was ensured. However, it happened that respondents 

could not give fully detailed answers to the questions made because of binding non-

disclosure agreement with their companies to protect sensitive information. This may 

reduce the quality of the results. All of this increased this work reliability and validity. 

It is acknowledged that the findings will hugely depend on the interviewed people 

beliefs and point of views and therefore the results will only constitute a part of the 

reality. Nevertheless, all the people involved in the studies cover high managerial 

levels in their companies and have important previous working experiences in similar 

roles. Therefore, their expertise strengths their opinions and thoughts which then 

translate in stronger reliability for this study.  

In addition, the company interviewed represent a differentiated sample in the European 

area. All the 4 companies belong to different countries (Sweden, Italy, Denmark, Spain) 

This provides a good spread in the data obtained, raising the probability of identifying 

differentiated strategies and actions and thereby supporting the framework developed. 

5. ANALYSIS OF FINDINGS 
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In this part the different case studies are presented and analysed as stand-alone units. 

All the elements inherent to geographical expansion are identified and highlighted. 

These are then used in the discussion part to find communalities and similar strategies. 

5.1 Urb- it 
 

Urb-it is a logistic company founded in Stockholm, Sweden, in 2014. It is now active in 

3 countries, namely: Sweden, France and United Kingdom. In these 3 countries the 

service is available in 4 cities: London, Paris, Stockholm and Gothenburg and they 

established a local office in each of these. The interview was scheduled with the French 

country manager based in Paris, it was conducted through phone and lasted around 

20 minutes. The service is essentially a two-sided B2B platform whose users groups 

are Retailers called “Partners” and the people collecting and delivering the goods 

called “Urbers”. The business model works as follows. Once the service is sold to the 

Partner, the fast Urb-it delivery option is made available on the Partner delivery web 

service and, therefore, can be chosen by the customers buying on its web-site. The 

service provides high flexibility for the final users who can decide what time to receive 

the item and where. After the details are filled the Urbers community gets notified of 

the order just made through the Urber app. The delivery needs to be accepted and, 

once it is done, the Urber collects the item at the shop and deliver it to the “real” 

purchaser with “a handshake, smile and a unique message from the shop” (Urb-

it.com). Therefore, the platform is able to create value because it offers a fast, 

personalized and low environmental impact delivery service to its adopters.  

As it is possible to see, the platform is based completely on the internet, the matching 

between the groups is made available thanks to ICT (i.e. the existence of the App). 

Moreover, the service went through an internationalization process becoming available 
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in 3 countries. For these reasons, Urb-it satisfies the requirements set in this study and 

represents a valid case study. 

Although it is still a small enterprise, counting less than 50 employees, it already 

expanded in other two cities. The service was made available in Paris and London in 

2016 just two years after its foundation (breakit.se, Urb-it värderas till nära halv miljard 

- trots blygsamma intäkter). 

The reason to expand the business outside the national border was to increase the 

total revenues. Paris and London were chosen because there was a recognised need 

for a faster and more ecological delivery service (breakit.se, Urb-it fortsätter att blöda 

pengar).  

The main difficulty the company faced when expanding in the French market was to 

create the community for both the two groups: “Partners” and “Urbers” (Appendix 2 line 

26–29). “Partners” were recognised as most critical for platform success. The main 

reason is that the more retailers on the platform the more business opportunities are 

available to Urb-it. According to respondent, two are the main ways through which their 

presence in the platform is ensured. Firstly, the service they provide is of high quality 

(Appendix 2 line 34-36). Through 2018 and 2019 the delivery success rate at first 

attempt was of 99.1% and the average customer satisfaction was at 4.9 out of 5 

(https://developer.urb-it.com/). Secondly, although the shops have to pay to be present 

on the platform, the price charged decreases as the volumes of transaction carried out 

through the platform increases creating an incentive to be more active (Appendix 2 line 

16-20). There is also a third incentive emerging from the website. The Urbers walk 

around the city with the branded bags of the local store contributing to its brand image 

(Urb-it.com) 

about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
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Regarding the group that makes possible the one-hour deliveries promised, their 

presence is incentivized through monetary benefit. They get paid for each delivery they 

make. They get 10€ for each consignment which are paid as a commission by the final 

buyer at the moment of the checkout on the partner website (Urb-it.com). 

Nevertheless, to become an Urber they have to submit an application on the company 

website. During the interview no other specific incentive measure was highlighted. Urb-

it also aims at creating a community of its Urbers. As a matter of fact, social gathering 

events are created and social benefits are provided. Finally, it has to be mentioned that 

when the company started operating in Paris, to overcome the initial lack of shippers, 

it sent some Stockholm based Urbers to the new location. 

After the first period of fast international expansion, the company is now focusing on 

growing the markets where they are already based rather than continuing expanding 

in new markets (Appendix 2 line 23-24). For this reason, they started operated in 

Gothenburg in 2019 and are currently opening a new city in France (Lyon), while they 

never considered entering in markets with a high level of competition such as the 

German one (Appendix 2 line 31-32). 

Each country has its own performance measurements (Appendix 2 line 44-47). Given 

the fact that Urb-it is a logistic company the KPI implemented to evaluate country 

performance is delivery per day. This indicator is established both at a global and at a 

country level, however, they do not have thresholds or target whenever they launch in 

a new city to classify the expansion as a success and they do not have targets in terms 

of Partners or Urbers registered to the platform, whereas they just focus to grow 

indefinitely this number.  

5.2 CargUP 
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CargUP is a B2B digital platform founded in Italy. Although at the moment the service 

is available only in the origin country, they are currently planning and starting their 

internationalization process to expand the service to other European countries. The 

interview was arranged through phone with the CEO and founder of the company and 

it lasted 15 minutes to facilitate the busy agenda of the respondent. The service aims 

at digitalizing and facilitate the brokering activities in the road transport world.  

Three are the interacting platform users: the shippers, the freight forwarders and the 

carriers.  Thanks to the platform the entire process of organizing a shipment is 

simplified and time is saved. Shippers send simultaneously through the company 

branded app the same requests to all the forwarders active on the platform. These can 

then accept the requests by just tapping a bottom on the app. The same thing happens 

then to the final carrier who can accept the shipment in the same manner. The 

company offers also additional services other than the basic brokering one. In fact, a 

live chat, where the three actors involved in the shipment can directly communicate, is 

provided together with the possibility to live track the shipment so to always check the 

status of the delivery (cargup.com)  

The company acknowledges the importance of all the three groups for its success, in 

its opinion all the three sides must be on the platform and have the same relevance 

(Appendix 3 line 47-51). It was also confirmed that company employees had daily 

interactions and had business conversations with all the three in the same way 

highlighting the absence of high-level ad-hoc strategies targeting each specific actor. 

The pricing strategy reflects this as well. As a matter of fact, both shippers, freight 

forwarders and carriers have to pay a subscription fee in order to be eligible and 

functional on the platform. Nevertheless, this is not a fixed fee but it is somehow 

customized. The CEO explained that many factors are taken into consideration to 
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establish the fee each participant has to pay. The most influencing ones are the size 

of the company, the reputation, the number and frequency of shipments (Appendix 3 

line 10-14). 

As previously mentioned, the company is currently going through its expansion phase. 

They planned to expand simultaneously to several countries (between 2 and 5) 

(Appendix 3 line 64-65). At the moment they are examining which countries are more 

suited for the service provided. Although the country specific competition is analysed, 

CargUP does not see it as problematic considering the fact that they operate in a 

relatively young market (Appendix 3 line 26-31). The main reason behind the decision 

to expand is that they saw that the same need they are addressing in Italy is present 

also in the other countries, and, since transportation is most of the times cross-border, 

they need to involve in the platform also foreign actors so to scale up the business.  

When coming to the incentives provided to the different actors to join the service, the 

respondent emphasized how the only and biggest incentive is the goodness of the 

product (Appendix 3 line 30-31). In CargUP’s opinion, their service’s value is much 

higher than the one offered by traditional transport brokering agency and therefore, 

once clients come to know the product, they will buy it. This vision is also confirmed by 

the effort they are putting in the product development activity. As of now, there are two 

different teams, one in charge of product improvement and the other responsible of 

market developments, and company effort splits almost equally between these two 

tasks (Appendix line 89-93).  

In CargUP’s expansion process promotion takes an important place. The company 

started it even before making the platform available in the new markets (Appendix 3 

line 36-42). Both classic and digital channels are used, but trade fairs is the way 

through which the company tries to tie commercial relationships with the three potential 
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platform users and with potential investors. For these reasons the company took part 

in the “Unbound London” exhibition in July (cargup.com, Unbound London, CargUp 

Sfida Ancora Il Mercato Estero Con La Sua “Business Idea”) and in the “Transport 

Logistic” fair in Munich in June (cargup.com, CargUp In Mostra Dal 4 Al 6 Giugno Al 

Transport Logistic Di Monaco Di Baviera).  

However, it must be mention that the company is still in a start-up phase. This explains 

why it has not planned long term actions to reinforce its position in the different markets 

yet, while new metrics that will be used to monitor and evaluate the geographical 

expansion are still being planned and created (Appendix 3 line 56-58).  

5.3 Too good to go  
 

Too good to go is a platform company founded in 2015 in Copenhagen, it is now active 

in 13 European countries with several new openings being planned so to expand the 

business (eu-startups.com, Copenhagen-based app Too Good To Go raises a further 

€6 million to eliminate food waste). The interview was held by the Italian country 

manager through Google Hangouts and lasted around 25 minutes.  

Too good to go is a service connecting local shops which find themselves with non-

sold food at the end of the day with individuals willing to pay a cheap price to buy these 

items. The interaction is mediated through the Too good to go app. The final customer 

can purchase the so called “magic box” from one of the shops available on the service 

and then he or she can go to collect it. It is called “magic box” because the buyer does 

not know what will be inside the box, in fact, it depends on what the seller has at the 

end of the day. For these characteristics Too good to go constitutes a two-sided digital 

platform whose user groups are the “shops”, mainly restaurants, bakeries, 

supermarkets etc., and individuals. More specifically the service is addressed to 

about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
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“Millennials” who have higher sensibility for the climate change topic and have limited 

financial resources. The latest country in which they entered is Italy where they started 

operating at the beginning of 2019. The first two months of the year were used to create 

the team and then, in March, the service was made available.  

Behind the countries targeted for the internationalization there never was a real 

strategy, but the instinct was most of the time the real factor determining the expansion. 

In the respondent words “behind the expansion logic of such a young enterprise there 

is not a fancy long studied strategy, but mainly improvisation”.  

Coming to the revenue model, the only pricing applied is a percentage on top of the 

single transaction. Nevertheless, in some rare cases there is a subscription applied to 

the shops, but it mainly has a symbolic value so to discourage those local markets that 

are not really interested in fighting the food wasting which is the core company mission.  

Among these two sides, the company clearly recognised which one is the most 

important for its success that is the supply side, therefore, most of the promotional and 

marketing activities are directed to this group. In this task the so called “waste warriors” 

are essential. They are company’s employees who directly go door to door to the 

different “shops” to present the service and try to bring new suppliers to it. Beyond this, 

some promotions and incentives are provided to both sides, while the digital channel 

is used to spread company activities among the ones concerned. In fact, the main way 

through which the service is advertised is Instagram followed by Facebook. It has to 

be mentioned that the promotion started only after the platform was actually made 

available in the market.   

Nevertheless, the supply side is the one that created the main difficulties for the 

company when it entered the Italian market. In the respondent opinion “laziness” was 

the main pain point they faced when relating with local “shops”. In fact, it is true that 
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the app provides a way through which is possible to obtain new revenue streams, but 

it is acknowledged that the economic compensation deriving from this service will 

never be so high to make the app a life changing solution for its adopters. The main 

driver of its adoption is the environmental concern and sensibility which of course 

changes among the different shop owners and it is difficult to influence from the 

outside. In other words, although the concept is a win-win for all the actors involved, 

since consumers get good food at low prices and partners get exposure to new 

potential clients and make profit from food they would have thrown away otherwise 

(eu-startups.com, Saving 20 million meals this year, and growing – Interview with Too 

Good To Go CEO Mette Lykke), still many shops refuse to adopt the service.  

In the administration of the global strategy for the expansion it appears that the high-

executives of the company are more interested in embracing as many different 

countries as possible, while the local development is delegated to the country-based 

teams who tackle it in the way they think is more appropriate. As a matter of fact, the 

company CEO highlights that their main focus is to make the biggest impact possible 

in Europe trying to reach 50 million people registered to the platform by the end of 2020 

(growthbusiness.co.uk, Food waste app Too Good To Go gets another £5m from 

existing investors). At the country level, the respondent specifies how at the moment 

anyone in Italy can register to Too good to go both consumers and shops, but they are 

now especially sending the “waste warriors” to 9 Italian cities (Torino, Milano, Bologna, 

Firenze, Verona, Trieste, Genoa, Roma, Napoli) with the aim to strongly penetrate into 

them. In this new country a target to classify the entrance has been set in terms of 

“saved meals”. In fact, the Italian Country manager explains that the objective is to 

reach one million “saved meals” by the half of 2020, but no clear strategy has been 

developed to reach this goal and to reinforce the company position in the long term.    

about:blank
about:blank
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5.4 Spotahome  
 

Spotahome is a company founded in 2014 in Spain with the aim to revolutionize the 

real estate industry. Since its foundation the enterprise managed to expand to 11 cities 

in 8 different countries. The interview was organized with the Italian country manager, 

it lasted almost 25 minutes and was conducted through Google Hangouts.  

Spotahome offers a transactional platform (i.e. a transaction is made through the 

platfrom) whose main objective is to connect people trying to rent their properties 

therefore called “landlords” with people looking for a short or mid-term accommodation, 

called “tenants”. These features characterize Spotahome as a two-sided digital 

platform. Company’s main targets are especially students and business travellers 

because they have been identified as the groups looking the most for short term rental 

contracts. This is the reason why the company decided to launch the service in Italy. 

In fact, in the European landscape, Italy represents a country with a high potential 

market size given the huge movement of those two groups targeted. The relevance of 

the Italian market is furthermore highlighted by the fact that it is the only country, 

together with Spain where the company is headquartered, to have more than one city 

active. As of now, the service is live in two cities Milan and Rome indeed. However, 

the company decided to open an office in Milan only in September 2019. The reason 

behind this has to be linked with the difficulty the company faced to manage the local 

market. Thanks to a local office Spotahome tried to achieve better control over the 

local networks and stronger ties with the local user groups. Before this establishment, 

all the operative tasks were carried out from the Madrid office. Local offices were 

opened not only in Italy, but in every country where the service is active. 

Behind the settlement of local offices there is also another need: the one to have a 

local network of “Home Checkers”. They are essential to Spotahome value proposition 
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(justentrepreneurs.co.uk, Meet the co-founder of SpotaHome). The “Home Checkers” 

are people employed by Spotahome to go and personally check that the pictures that 

are published on the web site correspond to the real condition of the property. Their 

role is essential to build trust in the service. In fact, their lack was one of the biggest 

difficulties the Italian team found when the product was made available in that country.   

No subscription fee is charged to use the platform neither for landlords nor for tenants. 

Spotahome revenue structure is based on a transaction fee which is applied to both 

parties, but it is differentiated for the two sides. The one applied to landlords changes 

from city to city and can reach a maximum of 10% to be charged over the contract 

value which is given by the monthly rent multiplied the length of the contract. On the 

other hand, the one paid by tenants is determined by an algorithm that takes in 

consideration the same elements as for the other side (i.e. monthly rent and contract 

length), but it cannot never exceed 486€ for the Italian cities. This amount was 

established so to not burden on the tenant’s economy making the renting unaffordable 

considering him/her financial resources.  

In Spotahome’s perspective the tenants are the main customer therefore most of the 

marketing activities, which are essentially based on digital channels, are directed 

towards them, however, the respondent highlights that for the platform success a right 

balance between landlords and tenants must be pursued. Trust plays a key role in this 

sense as it is recognised as the main way through which both players are incentivized 

to use to service. On the tenant side, trust is built thanks to the presence of the “Home 

Checkers” as previously explained, but also by the presence of a team working against 

scams and another one in charge of Customer Support that is made available even 

after the check-in (i.e. the moment when the renting contract enters into force and 

regulates the relation between the parties). On the landlords side the service ensures 

about:blank
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a set of warranties that is not offered by any other player in the market. For instance, 

landlords are protected against the event that the occupant leaves the property before 

the actual end of the contract. Moreover, Spotahome is still importantly increasing the 

quality of the services offered always with the aim to raise the level of trust between 

the user sides. In this way works the new pilot launched in the Italian market to offers 

property without the need to pay a caution in advance. Furthermore, company efforts 

are strongly directed towards product improvement rather than market expansion and, 

for this reason, the Italian branch does not plan to launch the platform to new Italian 

cities for the moment, but they rather prefer to penetrate deeper the two cities already 

active.  

Regarding their expansion, the success is measured with classical economic ratios 

taking into consideration the Year over year growth, the revenues and number of 

contracts signed. However, there is not a clear target neither in terms of users 

registered to the platform nor of properties listed. Nevertheless, the respondent 

confirms the existence of internal measurement aiming at understanding how many 

places should be available on the site so to maximise the number of contracts closed. 

6. DISCUSSION  
 

The different case studies presented in the previous part are now compared in order 

to answer the research question of this thesis. Firstly, it is worth to highlight some 

general points that emerge from all the 4 case studies analysed. Then the discussion 

will move deeper into considering how the enterprises managed and addressed the 

elements that have been highlighted as determinant of successful global expansion 

that are: overcoming the liability of outsidership; overcoming the coordination problem 

and reaching the critical mass (Fig.2).  
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Although the business organizations interviewed operate in different sector and 

engage different actors, they are all good examples of “born global” companies. In fact, 

they all internationalize quite early in their lifecycle; although being really young, they 

have already implemented their platforms in several markets or are planning to do so, 

confirming the distance from the classical internationalization models. There is a lack 

of a real well-developed strategy when entering the new market, but it is especially the 

entrepreneurial instinct pushing it. However, there is one thing joining all the business 

cases regarding their expansion processes. Beyond clear firm specific reasons, they 

all acknowledged that the same need they target could be addressed in all the 

countries where they internationalized, but, more importantly, they all recognised their 

product/service as the main determinant of internationalization success. This 

translates in higher efforts spent in product improvement rather than market 

development which is shared by all the cases. Moreover, the companies hardly ever 

targeted just one country for the expansion, but several markets are opened 

simultaneously confirming the low importance of the liability of foreignness for 

companies of this kind. As already stated by other researches, the new information 

and communication technologies (ICT) determined this behaviour. The findings seem 

to confirm this as well. As a matter of fact, the digital channel was the one strongly 

preferred to promote and advertise the new platform launches, thus reinforcing the 

digital nature of this “new” kind of company.  

Liability of outsidership is the first difficulty a platform company face when it decides to 

grow outside the national borders given the lack of the essential networks it needs in 

order to correctly operate. The decision to establish local offices seems to work in this 

direction. In fact, three out of the 4 companies6 decided to settle local offices in the 

 
6 CargUP is the only exeption, but it is by far the youngest company among the four 
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markets they operate. In this way higher control and better commercial connections 

can be created with the different platform stakeholders. Spotahome represents a clear 

example of this. The company initially decided to manage all the country specific 

operations from the Madrid office, but they later understood that establishing local 

presence would have worked out better and would have been more effective in 

platform management. Therefore, they opened offices in each country where they were 

active. Direct communication has been used by all the companies to tie relationships 

with key stakeholder. In this sense the presence of the local teams should be 

furthermore pursued and desired.  

The coordination or chicken and egg problem was defined by Caillaud and Jullien 

(2003) as the main challenge multi sided platforms face during their life cycle. This 

statement is confirmed by the case studies presented here. In fact, all the 4 enterprises 

acknowledged the creation of the two user groups as the main difficulty they faced 

when they entered the new market. However, actions to overcome it were put in place. 

First of all, the respondents had clear in mind which side had the highest relative 

importance among those targeted by the platform and they put in place differentiated 

pricing accordingly. For instance, too good to go recognised the restaurants as the 

most important user group and in fact they did not charge any fee for their presence in 

the platform. This strategy finds evidence also in the empirical literature, but it does not 

seem enough to overcome the dilemma, therefore, other actions have been put in 

place. Commonly to all the business cases there is the focus on the product. 

Unanimously the respondents stated that the biggest incentive for the parties is the 

product itself, as long as the product or the service is better than those already 

available, the parties should adopt it freely. This explains why all the companies were 
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putting great effort on product development and in some cases7 they were 

subordinating further geographical expansion to product improvement. Therefore, all 

parties should be willing to adopt the platform as long as it offers services that cannot 

be found in any competitor. In each company’s value proposition there are unique 

services that cannot be found anywhere else. Urb-it offers a third party delegated one-

hour delivery with an high accuracy together with flexibility and personalization of the 

consignment; CargUP offers a completely digitized customer experience together with 

additional services such as live chat and live tracking tool; Too good to go offers an 

innovative way to sell food that would have been thrown away otherwise claiming, in 

this way, to fight food waste and adding an environmental cause to its adoption, finally, 

Spotahome provides a service built around trust for all the actors in a sector where 

scams and frauds are still the biggest concern.  

Interestingly Spotahome and Too good to go decided to create ad-hoc figures, the 

“waste warriors” in the first case and the “home checkers” in the second, whose main 

task is to connect the digital world in which the companies work with the real one where 

the partners operate. Both the groups are directed to the supply side of the market. In 

reality, their job tries to increase the presence of the market side with the highest 

relative importance whether it is the supply side or the demand one. In the case of the 

“waste warriors”, these try to connect the supply side to the platform, therefore they 

work in function of the most important side for Too good to go that is the restaurants 

and shops. In the case of the home checkers, they are in contact with the supply side 

as well, but their task strongly increases the value for the potential tenants incentivizing 

their usage of the platform thanks to the trust system already described.  

 
7 Urb-it, Spotahome 
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In just a single case one of the strategies suggested from the literature examined is 

found, that is the self-supply of one of the market sides. It is seen in the Urb-it business 

case. In fact, when the company launched the service in France, they found 

themselves in the lack of active Urbers, therefore they decided to send some of the 

Stockholm based Urbers to the new location so to start the market and activate the 

network externalities effect. It has to be stated that in the other cases this possibility 

was locked out by the respective business model. In Spotahome case, for example, all 

the properties are owned by private landlords or institutional property managers, so 

none of the properties listed belongs directly to the company. The same consideration 

works for Too good to go as well, while in the CargUP case the partners are all third 

party companies, making it impossible to self-supplying one of the sides.  

No one of the respondents recognised the possibility to use the platform in different 

countries as an incentive to its adoption ignoring in this way the potentiality of cross-

country network externalities. Only CargUP seems to have looked at it when they 

decided to launch the platform in foreign countries so to connect international players 

to the Italian user base already installed therefore taking full advantage of cross-

country network externalities. These externalities could work for all the 4 business 

cases and, according to theory, have the potentiality to push for platform adoption.  

Lastly, in two cases, namely Urb-it and Too good to go, the presence of a community 

has been used as an incentive for user adoption of the platform. In the former, Urbers 

are entitled to social gatherings and social activities in exchange for their participation 

to the platform, in the latter, Too good to go users feel themselves as belonging to a 

community fighting against the environmental issue in the form of food wasting and 

this common mission strengthen the belonging to the platform and, as a consequence, 

its adoption.  
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The critical mass point appears to be as the most ignored factor by the companies 

interviewed. Three out of the 4 cases lack a strategy to ensure the platform success in 

the long run. The only exception is Spotahome that recognises trust as the main 

success factor for its business and therefore had already established some concrete 

actions so to improve that value line. On the other hand, for instance, Too good to go 

had recognised shop laziness as main difficulty they had found in the Italian market, 

but they did not formulate a clear way as to overcome this problem which would for 

sure have increased the number of shops registered to the platform reinforcing the 

network externalities effect and the virtuous cycle characterizing platform businesses. 

Moreover, Spotahome represents the only exception again when coming to the 

number of users registered to the platform as well, concept which is related to the 

critical mass. As a matter of fact, while the other three companies did not have any 

target at all regarding the sizes of the different groups, the Madrid based company 

recognised that, in order to be successful, a right balance between tenants and 

properties listed had to be found and some measurement of this proportion were made 

available.    

By having compared the 4 cases studied in this thesis an answer to the research 

question can be proposed. 

Several strategies are put in place in order to overcome the three pain points identified 

in Fig.2. Regarding the liability of outsidership the presence of local offices in each 

country where the platform operates seems of primary importance. In this way local 

networks can be more easily created and managed. 

The coordination problem exists even when the service is launched in a new market 

and represents the biggest challenge for a platform business. The strategies identified 

are more fragmented. In any case it is essential to clearly understand which one of the 
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several sides has the highest relative importance, then this should be the side where 

most of the efforts and incentives should be directed. Pricing is the first and most 

immediate way to engage sides presence into the platform, but it is not enough. The 

real mechanism to overcome the dilemma seems to be the product itself. There is not 

higher incentive than offering a unique service delivering far higher value to the 

different stakeholders involved. In this sense incremental and constant product 

development activities can never be neglected. Furthermore, the creation of dedicated 

employees’ groups, whose task is to increase the value for the most relevant side(s), 

is a tactic that can work in overcoming the dilemma together with the replacement, 

made by the company itself, of one of the platform adopters’ sides, when this is made 

possible by the company business model. Lastly, the creation of a feeling of belonging 

to a community represents a more subtle strategy to incentivize platform adoption and 

overcome the chicken and egg dilemma.  

Finally, no clear strategy has been identified to overcome the critical mass problem 

which may affect the companies in the mid to long-term. The only strategy that can be 

seen tries to act on the value created by the product. Only with further developments 

achieved with innovative services the platform adoption can be sustained and the 

critical mass constraint can be overcome. The relative importance and consequently 

the relative participation of the different actors to the platform value proposition must 

be understood and monitored so to reach the self-sustaining growth of the platform 

itself.  
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Pain Point Strategy 

Liability of outsidership Establish local offices 

Coordination Problem Formulate differentiated value 
proposition and hire ad-hoc groups. 

Invest in platform quality and 
diversification 

Self-supply of one of the market sides 

Creation of community and sense of 
belonging 

Critical Mass Invest on the main platform success 
dimensions 

Tab.1 Summary of Findings 

 

7. CONCLUSIONS 
 

The thesis tries to fill the identified gap between the internationalization theories and 

the platform literature. Thanks to the use of four business cases carefully selected the 

thesis succeeded in answering the research question set:  

“What strategies do platform-based companies put in place in order to globally expand 

and reach foreign markets?”. 

Firstly, after having examined the existing literature on the topics, the elements 

contributing to a successful geographical expansion were identified and then used to 

answer the research question by incorporating those elements in the analysis 

conducted. Overcoming the liability of outsidership, overcoming the coordination 
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problem and reaching the critical mass were the three determinants of platform 

internationalization success (Fig.2).  

The results of the case studies finally contributed to answer the research question. 

Some strategies were unveiled for each of the three points constituting the theoretical 

framework of this thesis (Tab.1). These can be followed by managers to help planning 

the international expansion of their platform so to maximise the likelihood of success.  

In conducting the thesis many difficulties had to be overcome. First of all, this is one of 

the first attempts in this topic to link economic discoveries to real business cases. 

Secondly, public and private institutions were not able to provide help in this study 

because in their register of companies there were never a distinction among platform 

businesses and classical ones, therefore, only through direct analysis of companies 

business models, it was possible to recognize those firms satisfying the criteria set in 

this research. Finally, given the structure of the targeted companies, the research 

found itself stopped by corporate secrets that did not allow to conduct a deeper 

analysis. 

8. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCHES   
 

The research is not without limitations. First of all, the thesis sample is made by only 4 

companies therefore the results found constitute only one part of the reality. More 

strategies can be discovered by adding new business cases to this literature stream 

and, furthermore, the results of this study can be confirmed by these new business 

cases that therefore seem needed. Secondly, the companies analysed are all based 

in Europe and are of small medium dimension. New researches may try to evidence 

whether the same strategies are used by similar companies in different markets such 

as the Asian one or whether the same strategies are used by already established 
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multinational companies or, on the contrary, different ones are put in place by them. 

Thirdly, in facing the case studies primary data were collected by interrelating with a 

unique company representative, therefore his/her opinion could have been biased. 

Interviewing more than one company representative could have erased this potential 

issue. This thesis was able to recognise the three main determinants of 

internationalization success. These can be addressed in deeper ways by future ad-hoc 

researches so to discover more case specific strategies that can contribute to enrich 

the knowledge of this topic.  
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APPENDIXES 

Appendix 1: Interview Guide  

• Introductory questions 

- Company overview 

- Geographical expansion actual position 

 

• Overcoming Liability of outsidership  

- How do you deal with local competitors? 

- How do you incentivize local users to adopt the platform? 

- When did you start promotion activities? (Before/After platform launch) 

 

• Overcoming coordination problem 

- How do you ensure that enough complementors and users will use the 

platform? 

- Have you thought about the initial lack of suppliers? 

- Is one side subsidized? Why that side? 

- Is the value proposition different for the two sides? 

 

• Reaching critical mass 

- Do you have any strategy to raise the number of users and complementors 

in the mid run? 

- Do you have any strategy to ensure reaching a critical mass of users? 

- Are you aware of the possibility to lack a critical mass? 
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Appendix 2: Urb-it interview transcript 
Describe the story of your company and your role 

I’m the country manager in France. My job is to sell the product to all the clients 

that want to buy it. Our company is a logistic company that delivers product by 

foot for the last mile delivery so means that we ship from store. We are actually 

based in Paris and we are opening in Lione. The headquarter is in Stockholm 

and we have some offices in London. 

To use your service people should be register to it? 

There is no barrier to be our customer you just pay what you get and yes there 

is an app. 

People can buy things from any shop in town? Or also the shops should be on 

the app? 

It’s not the direct customer. We are a B2B business. For example I talk with 

H&M and I put my system into H&M website and H&M customer can choose my 

company to deliver their product from the shop to their house 

How is the pricing structure of your company? 

Our pricing structure is quite simple. We give money to the person who deliver 

the good on a standard basis, but then we manage our price differently 

depending on the volumes. The more you ship the less you pay. There is a big 

consideration of image. As we are creating our brand, we need to attract names 

so for big brands we can reduce the price even if the volume is low.   

Now your company is active in 3 countries and are you planning to expand also 

to other countries at the moment? 

Firstly we want to grow within the countries and maybe we will open in other 

European countries, but first we want to customize our product before opening 

in ther countries. 

What are the main difficulties you find to expand your service? 

Two points. You need to travel to each country in order to create our community, 

so if you wanna open in Italy you need a lot of investments and at the beginning 

we are only 40 people in the company and we are already over 3 countries. At 

the moment we want to make our product great before keep expanding in other 

countries.   

Do you have also considered the existence of similar services in the market?  

This is the reason why we won’t go to Germany for example. The level of 

competition is way too bigger over there  

Do you have any kind of incentive to push participation to your platform? 

We work with our partners and they implement our service so that they open 

their customers to us. We provide a nice service to them and we ask a price for 

the subscription. 
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Can you explain what do you mean by partner? 

Are the retailer with whom we work. Do you know carrefour? We work with 

Carrefour I Paris for example.  

Regarding marketing activities, which channel do you use the most? 

 External communication through Instagram and facebook and our work… 

Regarding your expansion do you have any target any threshold to classify it as 

successful? 

 We have a global target and every country has to contribute to it. 

But in more concrete terms this global target what is it? 

We have country wide and global wide targets in number of deliveries and one 

of our KPI is delivery per day. And we monitor that every day and every week. 

One last question, in the countries you are already active are there new services 

emerging or do you have the monopoly of the market? 

We are emerging in all of our markets, but there is still a lack of real competitors. 

We are still pretty young.  
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Appendix 3: CargUP interview transcript 
Se può descrivere brevemente come la piattaforma funziona? E qual è il suo 
ruolo nell'azienda 
 
Io sono il CEO il founder. Noi offriamo un servizio di broker digitale per il mondo del 
transporto su gomma 
 
Ho visto che ci sono 3 attori che utilizzano la piattaforma: mittenti, spedizionieri 
e transportatori. Per usare la piattaforma devono pagare una subscription? 
 
Si devono pagara una quota per poter utilizzare la piattaforma. La subscription fee non 
è fissa ma è basata su vari fattori tra cui i listini pubblici, la reputazione e i volumi delle 
aziende. Non c'è una risposta univoca. Sono customizzati sull'azienda utente. 
Dipendono dalle dimensioni dell'azienda, il tipo di trasporto che fanno, dalla frequenza, 
dal numero ecc. Ci sono delle tabelle per calcolare il pricing da applicare. 
 
In quali paesi siete attivi al moento? 
 
Siamo in Italia ma stiamo aprendo in europa 
 
Quale motivo vi spinge ad internazionalizzarvi? 
 
Perchè lo stesso bisogno è presente in altri mercati  
 
Avete esaminato se vi sono servizi simili al vostro negli altri paesi? 
 
Si c'è qualcosa ma poca roba. Si tratta comunque di un mercato molto giovane 
 
Avete pensato a degli incentivi per i tre attori per usare la piattaforma? 
 
Consideriamo il nostro servizio migliore rispetto all'alternativa classica (broker 
tradizionali) e quindi l'incentivo principale è la qualità del prodotto. Offrire un prodotto 
che funziona 
 
Per quanto riguarda la promozione del servizio all'ester, avete intenzione di 
iniziarla prima dell'effettivo lancio o in seguito? 
 
Stiamo per investire circa 2 milioni di euro sulla promozione all'estero prima ancora di 
lanciare il servizio 
 
Quali canali utilizzate prevalentemente? 
 
Usiamo tutti i canali più o meno alla stessa maniera. Sia canali digitali come facebook 
che analogici come fiere di settore ed esposizioni 
 
Tra i tre attori principali della piattaforma. Qual è quello più importante per il 
successo del servizio se vi è ne uno in particolare. 
 
Ciascuno ha la sua importanza tutti e tre sono indispensabili 
 
Quindi non avete delle strategie indirizzate solo ad un attore? 
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Noi dialoghiamo con tutti e tre 
 
Avete dei target per quantificare il successo dell'espansione geografica per 
esempio il numero di utenti o il numero di transazioni 
 
Abbiamo delle metriche nostre ma sono ancora in fase di affinamento perchè la 
modalità di lavoro che offriamo ai nostri clienti è nuova quindi bisogna capire la velocià 
a cui i singoli mercati riescono (inaudible) siamo ancora in una fase pilota 
 
Per quanto riguarda l'espansione, avete intenzione di iniziare in un singolo 
paese europeo e poi in altri o avete intenzione di espandervi nello stesso 
momento in più paesi. 
 
C'è un piano allo studio ora e dovremmo fare probabilmente più nazioni 
contemporaneamente. Non sappiamo ancora se siano 2 o 3 o 4 o 5 
 
Avete anche un target di utenti iscritti? 
 
Per ciascun paese? 
 
Si 
 
No. Come le ho detto stiamo proprio ora facendo le considerazioni sui singoli paesi 
che hanno dinamiche diverse. Non abbiamo ancora una risposta precisa a questa 
domanda. 
 
Nel miglior scenario, quale posizionamento vorreste avere nel mercato estero? 
 
è difficile da dirsi. Siamo ancora un azienda giovanissima e solo l'esperienza diretta ci 
potrà dire quale potrà essere la nostra posizione nei nuovi mercati. 
 
Un'ultima domanda, visto che siete ancora un'azienda giovane, quanto effort, se 
me lo può quantificare in percentuale impiegate nel miglioramento del prodotto 
e quanto nell' espansione del mercato? 
 
In questo momento? 
 
Si 
 
Abbiamo due team dedicati alle due cose. Uno si occupa del miglioramento del 
prodotto, l'altro all'espansione del mercato. Alla fine, comunque, siamo tutti impiegati 
in entrambe le cose. Cerchiamo di spingere su tutti e due i lati alla stessa maniera. 
Dipendedo dalle situazioni lo sforzo può essere 70%-30% o 30%-70%, ma in media è 
50%-50%. Il prodotto si evolverà per i prossimi 5 anni in maniera significativa. Stesso 
dicasi per il mercato. 
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Appendix 4: Too good to go interview transcript  
Se può descrivere la sua azienda e il suo ruolo? 
 
Gestisco la parte italiana di too good to go. Too good to go è una iniziativa che nasce 
in Danimarca nel 2015 e poi si espande un po' in tutta europa, Francia, Germania, 
Inghilterra, Benelux, Spagna. L'ultimo paese dell'europa occidentale è l'Italia verso 
inizio anno. Inizio 2019 mi hanno contattato, abbiamo creato un team nei primi due 
mesi e poi a Marzo lanciamo ufficilmente too good to go a Milano.  
 
Può spiegare come funziona la piattaforma? 
 
Too food to go mette in comunicazione dei commercianti che hanno degli invenduti a 
fine giornata con delle persone che vogliono comprare questi invenduti. Poco importa 
quali siano questi invenduti che sia un supermercato, una pasticceria, una 
gastronomia, un ristorante. Se vi sono degli invenduti too good to go è li per dare 
un'altra vita a questi invenduti e fa si che siano venduti. Too good to go funziona con 
la così detta magic box ovvero il cliente non sceglie cosa mangerà ma semplicemente 
acquista un sacchetto di invenduti misti a un prezzo che è un terzo del prezzo di origine 
dei prodotti. Quindi è vero che deve fare un po' lo sforzo di comprare qualcosa che 
non conosce, ma lo sta pagando comunque ad un prezzo decisamente conveniente. 
E questo è bello perchè crea anche sorpresa. Il commerciante non sa quali sprechi 
avrà a fine giornata, non sa cosa gli rimarrà in magazzino e quindi con la magic box 
risolvi anche il suo problema perchè riesce a fare un sacchetto all'ultimo secondo 
mettendo dentro tutto quello che non ha venduto durante la giornata in maniera mista 
e il cliente si becca quello che c'è. 
 
Per quanto riguarda il pricing, come è strutturato? 
 
C'è una fee per ogni transazione. 
 
Quindi solo una fee? 
 
Si solo una fee. In alcuni casi c'è una piccola subscription in altri casi no, però è più 
una cosa simbolica che serve più a disincentivare le persone che non hanno molta 
voglia di combattere lo spreco alimentare. Ilvero costo è comunque la fee. 
 
Quali sono i motivi principali che hanno spinto too good to go a entrare nel 
mercato italiano? 
 
L'idea di too good to go è di combattere ovunque contro lo spreco alimentare. La vera 
domanda è perchè non siamo entrati prima nel mercato italiano e questo è perchè 
spesso dietro la logica di espansione di una azienda, in particolare di una azienda 
giovane e composta da ragazzi molto giovani, non c'è una grossa strategia studiata 
per anni e un po' l'improvvisazione. Quando c'è un ragazzo in Spagna che dice di 
volere too food to go anche is Spagna ed è in gamba che ha una rete e tutto vabbe 
proviamoci. Posso dirti della Spagna ma è lo stesso in Italia. Diciamo l'idea è andare 
ovunque perchè in Italia alla fine non c'è nulla di grande strategia dietro  e 
semplicemente un opportunismo e sfruttare l'occasione di arrivare prima in altri paesi 
e poi in Italia 
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Avete analizzato la presenza di servizi simili, penso comunque nel vostro caso 
la concorrenza principale siano i servizi di food delivery o mi sbaglio? 
 
No ti sbagli. Food delivery non sono per nulla concorrenti. Noi non portiamo a casa 
delle persone il cibo. La persona che vuole stare a casa senza muoversi userà foodora 
o justeat non usa too good to go. Too good to go è più destinato a un target di persone 
che hanno voglia di acquistare cibo che costi poco e al tempo stesso fare un bel gesto 
per l'ambiente. Il nostro target sono più i millenials che sono più sensibili alle tematiche 
ambientali e anche alle tematiche economiche. Hanno un portafoglio piccolo e quindi 
risparmiare è prioritario, ma anche vogliono condividere su instagram l'acquisto con 
l'hashtag #toogoodtogo. Questo è un po' il target di too good to go che non è 
propriametne il target di just eat o altre compagnie di food delivery.  
 
Quindi si può dire che nel mercato italiano voi rappresentate un unicum? 
 
Non chiamarlo unicum. Ci sono tantissime iniziateive contro lo spreco alimentare più 
o meno famose. Ad oggi rappresentiamo sicuramente l'iniziativa che sta avendo 
successo 
 
Avete pensato a qualche meccanismo per incentivare i giovani ed i ristoranti ad 
unirsi alla piattaforma? 
 
Abbiamo appena iniziato l'avventura quindi si ci pensiamo ogni giorno e il nostro 
lavoro. Alcune cose sono più standard, altre meno. Alcune cose sono immediate da 
applicare altre meno. Tutto quello che è andare a parlare con gli store anche facendo 
del porta a porta, lofacciamo quotidianamente. Delle promozioni degli incentivi 
proviamo anche a farli. Abbiamo la figura del "waste warrior" che va  porta a porta a 
parlare coi negozianti, a una campagna di marketing su facebook che tende a 
divulgare un po' quello che stiam facendo. Di cose ne facciamo su tutta la linea. 
 
Per quanto riguarda il marketing, quale canale usate prevalentemente? 
 
instagram  
 
E avete inizato l'attività di promozione prima di lanciare il servizio? 
 
No no dopo 
 
Quale nella vostra opinione fra i due gruppi è più importante per il successo 
della piattaforma? 
 
Secondo te? 
 
I negozianti 
 
Esattamente 
 
Quindi concentrate maggiori sforzi verso gli shop contro consumatori finali? 
 
Esattamente 
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Avete pensato a dei target per classificare l'entrata nel mercato italiano come un 
successo? 
 
Si noi ci valutiamo in termini di saved meals. Il target è arrivare a un milione di saved 
meals entro metà dell'anno prossimo. 
 
In quali città siete attualmente attivi? 
 
Si può vedere sull'app. Il servizio si può attivare ovunque. Se c'è una persona che oggi 
vuole unirsi a foggia la richiesta l'attiviamo. 
 
Quindi potenzialmente la piattaforma può essere attiva in ogni città italiana? 
 
Esattamente 
 
Però voi non avete pensato per esempio entro il 2021 vogliamo essere attive a 
Milano, Torino,Roma? 
 
Assolutamente si, una cosa è la piattaforma attiva, una cosa è la piattaforma capillare. 
Capillare significa che mandiamo dei ragazzi a fare il porta a porta a convincerli a 
venire con noi. E lo abbiamo fatto già in 7/8 città  
 
Avete già previsto delle azioni più nel lungo termine per rafforzare la vostra 
posizione nel mercato? 
 
No siamo già andando molto molto veloci. Sono della filosofia e della scuola che se 
andiamo bene noi e ci concentriamo sul nostro lavoro e andiamo veloci e abbiamo 
voglia di fare è il modo migliore per non occuparsi dei competitors presente e futura 
 
Ultima domanda, visto che operate in Italia solo da pochi mesi, quali sono state 
le difficolà principali che avete trovato. 
 
Innanzitutto la diffidenza delle persone, un po' la pigrizia. Too good to go è un'app che 
dovrebbe essere sposata dal 100% degli store quindi perchè non utilizzarla? Perchè 
la gente è pigra. Le persone che sono sensibili all'ambiente dicono si subito, quelle 
che non lo sono si la cosa economica esiste ma non è una cosa che ti fa diventare 
ricco. 
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Appendix 5: Spotahome interview transcript 
Per iniziare se mi puoi descrivere la storia di spotahome e come funziona? 
 
spotahome è una piattaforma che nasce nel 2014 in Spagna e si è poi sviluppata fino 
ad oggi in 8 paesi e 11 città. Il funzionamento è molto semplice. Noi listiamo delle 
proprietà sulla piattaforma che sono disponibii per essere affittate a medio lungo 
termine (minimo 1 mese massimo no limit) e i nostri utenti arrivano sulla piattaforma 
cercano quelle che sono le proprietà che più sono in linea con le loro aspettative e se 
piacciono fanno la booking request sul sito a cui poi chiaramente corrisponde 
un'accettazione dalla parte del proprietario. Da lì poi inizia il rapporto fra i due che 
culminerà nella data di check-in con la firma del contratto e l'esecuzione del contratto 
d'affitto. 
 
Tutto il processo è gestito attraverso il servizio di spotahome? 
 
Quello che spotahome gestisce è in sostanza il processo di collegamento. Spotahome 
si differenzia da altre piattaforme in quanto è una piattaforma transazionale. Vuol dire 
che c'è una transazione che avviene sul sito, anche se la transazione che avviene sul 
sito è solo collegata al primo mese d'affitto. Tutto il resto poi verrà gestito 
indipendentemente al di fuori della piattaforma dalle due parti. 
 
Tutte le proprietà che vengono listate sul sito sono di proprietà di terzi, quindi 
non sono possedute da voi direttamente? 
 
Esatto 
 
Per poter utilizzare il servizio, c'è bisogno di pagare una subscription fee o 
applicate una classica tariffa sul prezzo pagato? 
 
In spotahome non c'è una subscription fee. Il modello di revenue si basa su una fee 
che è espressa in percentuale del valore del contratto di affitto. é una fee che 
applichiamo sia al landlord sia al tenant. La fee del proprietario varia tra città e città, 
ma può arrivare fino al 10% del valore del contratto. Per esempio, se una persona 
affitta una stanza a 500 euro per sei mesi, quindi 3000 euro, la nostra fee potrebbe 
arrivare fino al 10% quindi 300 euro. Invece la fee per l'inquilino si basa su un algoritmo 
che dipende dalla lunghezza del contratto e dal valore del canone mensile e in ogni 
caso è cappato a massimo 486€ per le città italiane.  
 
Come è stato definito questo 486€? 
 
La valutazione viene fatta in base allo storico delle lunghezze medie dei nostri booking 
perchè non vogliamo incidere troppo sull'economia dell'inquilino e superare una soglia 
entro la quale poi diventa troppo oneroso per lui.  
 
Cosa ha spinto spotahome a entrare nel mercato italiano? 
 
Se pensi al pubblico a cui spotahome si rivolge che sono prevalentemente o studenti 
che ha bisogno di spostarsi per medio-lungo periodi o sono business travellers. 
Chiaramente l'Italia da questo punto di vista rappresenta un polo molto importante. 
Tanto è vero che l'Italia è l'unico paese, apparte la Spagna, ad avere più di una città 
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attiva. In Italia ci sono 2 città attive Milano e Roma, in Spagna 3 gli altri paesi 1. è un 
ragionamento basato sulla market size  
 
Avete intenzione di attivare la piattaforma anche in altre città italiane? 
 
Diciamo che ad oggi non c'è nessun piano per espandere altrove. Quello che stiamo 
cercando di fare al momento è di focalizzarsi sul reinventare il concetto di real estate 
industry penetrare il mercato il più possibile nelle città già attive. 
 
Quali sono le difficoltà maggiori che incontrate nel mercato italiano sin dal 
vostro ingresso? 
 
Ci sono principalmente due difficoltà direi. La prima è una barriera legata alla local 
infrastructure che consiste nel network di home checkers. L'home checker è una figura 
molto importante nella value proposition di spotahome perchè è colui che, quando noi 
decidiamo di prendere una casa, va e controlla e verifica che le foto che noi 
pubblichaimo corrispondono alla realtà. Ed è una cosa molto importante perchè è 
quella che ci permette di costruire la trust tra spotahome e utenti. C'è un constraint da 
questo punto di vista perchè siamo un business 100% online e quindi abbiamo 
necessità di staffare un gran numero di home checkers. Poi l'altra difficoltà è legata 
alla presenza locale ed è il motivo principale che ha spinto spotahome quest'anno di 
creare degli uffici nelle città in cui è operativa. Fino a qualche mese fa tutto ciò che 
veniva fatto in spotahome veniva operato da Madrid. Chiaramente il network locale e 
la presenza locale è diventata una barriera talmente alta che per essere più in contatto 
con la realtà dei singoli market e con i players del mercato spotahome ha deciso di 
essere presente localmente. 
 
Tra le due parti del mercato quale delle due è più importante per il successo della 
piattaforma? 
 
In spotahome l'inquilino è il nostro cliente numero uno. Senza gli inquilini noi non 
possiamo deliverare questo servizio e le promesse di servizio ai nostri landlords. 
Anche se è importante mantenere un bilanciamento fra le due entità perchè alla fine 
della fiera i proprietari sono i nostri fornitori con i quali ovviamente noi abbiamo una 
relazione molto più a lungo termine rispetto a un utente/inquilino che usa la piattaforma 
una sola volta. Quindi bisogna bilanciare le due cose ma senza dubbio l'inquilino è il 
nostro cliente numero uno. 
 
Immagino che molte delle azioni di marketing che voi fate sono dirette 
all'inquilino rispetto ai landlords? 
 
Si è assolutamente vera questa cosa. Ma dedichiamo anche una buona parte del 
nostro budget di marketing anche ai proprietari  
 
Quali canali utilizzate prevalentemente? 
 
Per natura essendo noi una compagnia online noi ci affidiamo unicamente o 
primariamente al momento ai canali digital. Quindi marketing digitali, 
facebook,instagram, emails, classified. Tutto ciò che è mondo digitale è la sorgente di 
marketing 
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Quando spotahome ha aperto gli uffici in Italia? 
 
è successo 4 settimane fa 
 
Per quanto riguarda i landlords, perchè dovrebbero usare la vostra piattaforma 
rispetto ad altre presenti online o alle più tradizionali agenzie? 
 
Ci sono 2 motivi principali, il primo è che la nostra è un'offerta molto cost effective. 
Perchè noi non presupponendo nessun tipo di visita. In fatti la value proposition di 
spotahome si basa sul fatto che non ci siano visite. Noi risparmiamo tanto tempo ai 
landlords che non devono fare le visite tutte le volte e soprattutto è anche più 
economico. Se guardi non necessariamente ai landlords privati ma ai landlords 
istituzionali, property managers, per loro è un grosso risparmio perchè hanno costi di 
gestione molto inferiori legati alle visite.  
 
Avete anche degli altri meccanismi di incentivi per spingere le persone a usare 
la piattaforma? 
 
Principalmente il nostro meccanismo di incentivazione è basata sulla trust. Cioè sia 
dalla parte dei landlords che dalla parte dei tenant. Dalla parte dei tenant noi abbiamo 
un team di persone che lavorano contro le frodi. Abbiamo gli home checkers che 
verificano le proprietà, abbiamo un sistema di customer service che supporta il tenant 
anche dopo il check-in. Noi non mandiamo i soldi al proprietario fino a quando 
l'inquilino non è effettivamente arrivato nella proprietà e solo se l'inquilino non ha 
dimostrato nessun tipo di complian nei confronti della proprietà. Questo è un 
meccanismo che genera molta fiducia negli inquilini che si sentono protetti. 
Ovviamente noi abbiamo anche una cancellation policy che nessun altra piattaforma 
ha che permette agli inquilini di cancellare la prenotazione entro un certo tempo. Per 
quanto riguarda i landlords, noi offriamo una serie di garanzie che incentivano il 
proprietario a usare la piattaforma. La prima è la garanzia contro l'early exit. Se il tenant 
va via prima del previsto, noi siamo in grado di coprire, garantire, copriamo danni alla 
proprietà e offriamo loro un sistema di avere un'esperienza legata all'affitto che è priva 
di rischi ed è una cosa che nessuno fa.  
 
Avete delle metriche per misurare il successo nelle singole città o paesi? 
 
Ovviamente la valutazone per il successo del business segue quelli che sono i canoni 
più classici. Noi guardiamo alla crescita YoY in termini di valore dei contratti sia di 
revenues sia in termini di numero di contratti che riusciamo a chiudere. La bontà del 
nostro business si lega a questi tre parametri. Chiaramente questi sono parametri di 
output da cui poi dipendono tutta una serie di parametri di input 
 
Per quanto riguarda gli users e il numero di proprietà postate avete dei target 
per città singoli o country level o non ne avete stabiliti? 
 
Target in termini di utenti della piattaforma non ne abbiamo. Questa è funzione del 
conversion rate. Io posso tecnicamente raggiungere i miei obiettivi di business con 
meno users se il mio conversion rate è sufficientemente alto. Per conversion rate si 
intende la capacità di trasformare un user in un contratto. Ma non c'è realmente un 
target. I target che abbiamo sono sui risultati economici 
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Quindi neanche sulle proprietà listate? Perchè ovviamente dal punto di vista di 
un potenziale utente io sarò più propenso ad utilizzare il vostro servizio se avrò 
più scelta. 
 
Questo è assolutamente vero. Noi abbiamo dei meccanismi interni per valutare quante 
abitazioni dobbiamo avere disponibili, quale è il rapporto tra abitazioni disponibili e 
chiusura del contratto. Sulla base di quello siamo in grado di stabilire più o meno 
quante unità dobbiamo avere sul sito 
 
Ultima domanda, avete dei piani o delle strategie più sul lungo termine per 
rafforzare la vostra posizione nel mercato italiano? 
 
La nostra strategia a lungo termine si basa su quello che ti ho detto prima. Noi vogliamo 
continuare a costruire questo spirito di fiducia sulla piattaforma sia dalla parte dei 
landlords sia nei confronti degli inquilini. Vogliamo fare questo arricchendo e offrendo 
sempre più servizi. Ad esempio abbiamo lanciato un test dove stiamo offrendo agli 
inquilini la possibilità di prenotare senza deposito cauzionale. Questo è ancora una 
volta una soluzione che va ad aumentare il senso di fiducia e facendo così vogliamo 
rafforzare la nostra posizione all'interno del mercato. 
 
Quindi alla fine molto effort è diretto al miglioramento del prodotto/servizio? 
 
Esatto 
 
In percentuale quanto effort è diretto al miglioramento del servizio e quanto 
all'espansione del mercato? 
 
Direi al momento 95% miglioramento servizio, 5% espansione del mercato. Il nostro 
principale obiettivo non è realmente espanderci ma rafforzare la posizione nei mercati 
i cui siamo presenti e una volta fatto questo si parlerà di espansione. 
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Appendix 6: Companies details   
 

Name Founding Year Home Cuntry Sector 

Urb-it 2014 Sweden Retail 

CargUP 2018 Italy Logistics 

Too Good to Go 2015 Denmark Food&Beverage 

Spotahome 2014 Spain Real Estate 

Satispay 2013 Italy Mobile Payments 

Luggagehero 2016 Denmark Leisure 

Gympass 2012 Brasil Leisure 

Musement 2013 Italy Leisure 

Glovo 2015 Spain Food&Beverage 

Rover.com 2011 USA Pet sitting 

Uala 2015 Italy Beauty 

Housfy 2017 Spain Real Estate 

Tonsser 2013 Denmark Leisure 

Cornerjob 2015 Spain Social 

Uniplaces 2012 Portugal Real Estate 
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SITOGRAPHY 

• www.forbes.com 

• www.uber.com 

• www.bloomberg.com 
• www.breakit.se 

• www.urb-it.com 
• www.developer.urb-it.com 

• www.cargup.com 
• www.eu-startups.com 

• www.growthbusiness.co.uk 
• www.justentrepreneurs.co.uk  

• www.smartinsights.com 
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